
MICHIGAN’S FOOTBALL TEAM SCORES
WITH SONY’S BETACAM SX CAMCORDERS

University’s Football Department Relies on Digital Format
For Acquiring and Archiving Practice Sessions and Games

ANN ARBOR, Mich., August 12, 2002 – To gain a competitive edge on the football field, the Michigan

Wolverines have the winning game plan, with promising talent and state-of-the-art training facilities, as well as

the latest professional digital video camcorders and editing equipment from Sony Electronics.

Since the 2000 season, the university’s football department has been using Sony DNW-9WS Betacam

SX camcorders and BCT-SXA series tape to shoot practices and games. The video department distributes

tapes internally to coaches and players for training, and shares them with other Big Ten schools, as required by

conference rules.

The Wolverines also uses Sony’s flexible DNW-A75 Betacam SX studio editing recorders. The units

can play back Betacam SP half-inch analog cassettes, protecting the athletic department’s legacy investments

and providing compatibility with other schools’ equipment.

Sony Betacam SX recorders capture broadcast-quality component digital pictures on Sony’s Betacam

SX videocassettes, which were designed together for maximum performance. The system uses MPEG2 4:2:2

digital compression to produce excellent images. Analog-compatible Betacam SX machines are unique in that

they can play back the millions of recorded Betacam and Betacam SP cassettes in the marketplace.

“With the Betacam SX format, we can maintain an all-digital workflow that enables us to quickly and

easily create practice and game edits,” said Phil Bromley, senior media designer for Michigan’s athletic

department. “At the same time, it provides backward compatibility, protecting our in-house analog assets so that

we can play tapes from our conference peers.”



Theresa Alesso, senior manager of sports marketing for Sony’s Broadcast and Professional Systems

Division, said Michigan’s use of digital video cameras and videotape recorders (VTRs) underscores a growing

trend among the nation’s collegiate and professional sports teams for professional A/V content creation and

distribution solutions.

“The number of teams that have grown up with the ruggedness of Betacam products are finding a

backwards-compatible and forward-looking digital solution with the Betacam SX format,” Alesso said.

All-Digital Production Environment

The football video department uses two camera crews to shoot all practices, as well as all games. Digital

footage from the Betacam SX camcorders is ingested into a Pinnacle Systems nonlinear editor designed

specifically for sports applications. The edited footage, or “cutups,” of the practice sessions and games is then

recorded back to the Betacam SX studio editing recorders for archival purposes.

In a typical week, the department will generate as many as 50 offense, 50 defense and 10 special teams

edits for the football team’s nine coaches and two graduate assistant coaches.

For Michigan, the benefits of the Betacam SX format extend beyond image capture to the entire

production process.

By maintaining the digital nature of the footage throughout the post-production environment, the athletic

department minimizes generation losses typically associated with analog-to-analog or analog-to-digital

production environments.

The all-digital process results in excellent images, which Bromley said is critical to the coaches who are

offering critiques of their players’ performances.

Evaluation Process Reveals Superior Image Quality

The football video department chose Sony equipment after deciding to transition from analog to digital

cameras. During a spirited evaluation of several manufacturers’ formats, Sony’s equipment scored a touchdown.



“The quality of the image and the flexibility of the format were the main factors we were looking for in

a camera,” said Bromley, who spearheaded the football department’s transition from analog to digital

acquisition. “We also wanted to make sure we were going to have something that was going to last.”

In split-screen tests, Bromley said that Sony’s Betacam SX cameras and tape offered a sharper picture

and truer color reproduction than other manufacturers’ products. In fact, the Betacam SX images were so clear

that Bromley was “able to see the numbers on the jerseys at farther distances” during tests of the format.

Bromley also said that Sony Betacam SX tape offered particularly unique durability.

“We needed a tape that was going to stand up to the rugged environment of a football field and different

weather conditions,” he said. “Sony Betacam SX cassettes endured, offering quality and durability unmatched

by competitive offerings.”
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